
What are Orgonites?  

The word orgonite comes from "orgone", the name given by Wilhelm Reich to vital energy found everywhere in nature. It is life 

energy, also called Ch'i, Prana or Aether. This vital energy exists, in a natural way, under many different forms and it fuels life 

and especially all creative activities in living beings.  

It can be neutral, positive or negative. When positive, it enables living organisms to exist in a healthy state. Negative human 

thoughts and feelings as well as EMF or radio frequency devices and industrial infrastructure can imprint frequency patterns 

upon orgone energy, making it harmful to living beings.  

Most of the modern electronic devices we use each day create fields of negative energy around them, making 

sensitive people feel ill or sleeping difficult. Orgonites attract and transmute this negatively charged energy into life-

enhancing, positive energy.  

 Orgonites are made of metal shavings and one or more crystals and/or metal coils embedded in organic resin. The 

metal and resin alone will create a working orgonite. But the addition of crystals and coils seems to give orgonites 

much greater effectiveness and sentience whereby they can receive and act upon our intentions. 

Some benefits which people notice from having orgonites in their lives: 

 Feeling better, both physically and spiritually.  As energy blockages are healed and the energy around you starts to flow unobstructed, life feels more 

joyful and harmonious. 

 Relationships improve – for example, many people have gifted their homes or workplaces with orgonite, and they find that their relationships with 

family and co-workers improve. 

 Vivid dreams.  This is an effect that many people, including orgonite skeptics, have experienced.  

 Better sleep.  Some people find trouble sleeping if they have orgonite in the room, as it might take some time to get used to the energized environment. 

In the long run though, it promotes good sleep, and many have reported that they have been cured of chronic insomnia with the help of orgonite.  If you do 

find that orgonite makes it difficult for you to sleep in the beginning, keep it out of the bedroom until you are used to the energy. 

 Spiritual growth. This goes hand in hand with cleaner energy.  An orgonised home can feel like a permanent spiritual retreat! 

 Protects from EMFs.  This is one of the main orgonite benefits that people use it for.  It seems that orgonites do not reduce EMF per se, but instead  

transmute the harmful components which impact living beings.  Many people have felt instant relief from a single orgonite. If you are very sensitive to 

electro-magnetic radiation, you may require more pieces of orgonite around EMF-emitting devices (wifi router, computer, tv, cell phone, etc). 

 Accelerates plant growth.  Test it yourself! 

 Cleaner water.  Water which has rested on top of an orgonite charging plate tastes better and feels healthier too. 

 Purifies the atmosphere.  Hence the popular practice of gifting orgonite to areas affected by EMF, atmospheric or other industrial pollution. 
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